
ard Ayoade 
only to find
the culprit is
not of this
earth.

A stum
bling attempt
to stitch frat
pack . gags
onto B-movie
mayhem, the alien-busting
scenes are a riot but the
humour resorts to tedious
Hangover-style smut.

The saving grace is Brit
Ayoade, who seems to have
parachuted in from a more
whimsical film.

In all, a missed opportunity
to blast into the comic
cosmos. ***
SEARCHING FOR SUGAR
MAN (12): Sixties folk singer
Rodriguez was expected to
become a flower-power leg
end. But his albums bombed
and he disappeared into the
ether. Nearly 30 years on 
having become an enormous
star in South Africa - the.
reclusive guitarist is tracked
down to Detroit, where he is a
handyman .. -'

Rodriguez is a strange,
spectral presence who
refuses to be drawn on
chances missed or classic
songs' unwritten. While too in
awe of its sub
ject to really
dig into his
lost years, this
rockumentary
is still as
sweet as a
gently
plucked guitar
chord.****

PEEP SHOW - 'SEJ:lIES 8
(15): Bubbling under the
surface 'of every flatshare is a
maelstrom of murderous
resentment. Even forgetting
to take the bins out might
lead to one smothering
the other with a takeaway
curry bag.

Almost ten years' after we
first met them, the friendship
between mismatched pals
Mark (Da.vid Mitchell) and Jez
(Robert Webb) becomes ever
more fractious after Mark
invites his flaky girlfriend
Dobby (Isy
Suttie) to
move in.

The trick of
using point-of
view cameras
to voice the
lads' inner
most secrets
is as innova
tive- and
hilarious - as
ever. Occasionally it falls into
the long-running sitcom trap
of having them behave badly
out of character, with

"Jez's new career as a hippy
life-coach drawn out to snap
ping point.

But the fizzing dialog!le
puts Peep Show head and
shoulders above the rash of
dire comedies on our
screens. Beneath the banter
ahd'the mishaps, this is an
unblinking peep at a crum
bling friendship. **** '
THE WATCH (15): After a
grisly murder rocks a sleepy
US town, supermarket boss
Evan (Ben Stiller) forms a
gang of vigilantes with Vince
Vaughn, Jonah Hill and Rich-


